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The condition of recidence service and pesawaran government civil are still not competent in facility also in amount number of employe cause the service which gives to the society is not maximally. This situation forces apparatur’s for having professionalism and capability in doing every activity which is done as public service.

This reaserch has purpose for knowing apparatur’s profesionalism of service recidence and pesawaran civil government in public. The reaserche methode wich is used is deskr iptif reaserce that is reaserche method for formulating a description systematically, factual ang accurate about real event, also correlation of fenomenon which will be researched and able to show a truth at last.

Based on result of the reaserch which is got from questionnaire, it shows that more than 50% that 60% civilian judge apparatur’s of service residence and pesawaran civil government as “professionalism enough” category. Are more than
50% that 65% apparatur’s judge them self in giving service to the public as “professionalism enough” category.